**MyKaty Cloud**: Student Overview

**MyKaty Cloud** is a secure web portal that provides staff and students one application to login using their username and password.

To access, open your browser to:

https://mykaty.katyisd.org/

The login is your Katy ISD district login.

---

**Home Page**

This appears at the top of the home page.

- A search icon for a specific app or on the web
- An icon for **open applications**
- An icon to **logout**
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This appears on the left side of the home page:

- **Default** - home page defaults
- **Recent** - recently viewed apps
- **Favorites** - apps marked as favorites

**Navigation**

A menu bar that displays at the bottom of the home page. To navigate through the menu bar, hover and click on the desired page.

**Secondary Tiles**
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**Library Tiles**
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